CRACKING THE CHART CODE

AND WHY YOUR TECHNICAL INDICATORS WILL ALWAYS FAIL

COURTESY OF Ace Trades
Winning Trade Techniques
Are you a slave to indicators? Have you invested hundreds or thousands of hours and dollars trying to find the perfect indicator to predict the future movement of the markets? Have you wasted too much money following “gurus” who promise the holy grail of trading or “the missing piece of the strategy” only to find out that they don’t have a track record of consistent performance? Maybe you have invested and lost money in software that automatically places trades for you.

The key to success in trading any market is to know how to read the charts. The top 1% of traders make their decisions on price action alone, and don’t rely on a ton of indicators to make their trading decisions.

Let’s take a look at a typical trading chart:

There is so much noise on these charts that you can barely see the candlesticks. Traders can get so hung up watching indicators, that they miss key setups. Most indicators are lagging indicators that plot the historical performance of the markets, but are not very good at predicting future price moves. What if you could eliminate all of the noise and trade strictly from price action on clean charts?
3 Reasons Top Traders Use Price Action

Reason #1: Price action tells you what the market is doing right now vs. technical indicators that tell you what market did in the past because they are lagging.

Reason #2: It makes it easy to spot trending vs. ranging markets.

Reason #3: It’s a simpler way to trade – so it’s a FASTER way to trade. You don’t waste time trying to understand what the market might do. You trade what it is doing.

Allow the Ace methodology show you support and resistance areas, and where your profit targets should be. All of this is called in a highly energetic, live trade room, so it’s easy to follow along.

A typical day with the Ace Trades System would look something similar to the four slides you are about to see. You will notice the charts are very simple, yet highly effective and the key sell areas are posted well in advance.
If trading multiple lots, the first target area gives you a chance to scale out of your position and bank some points. (This is one of the golden rules of the Ace System)

The Ace system often projects targets from 5 to 30 to even 100 points allowing you to take advantage of those swing trading opportunities.
Here is a chart of the markets being called live in the Ace Trades Trading Room. Can you see how much cleaner the charts are? They are not crowded with indicators. Instead, it is pure price action, defined within key areas of support and resistance supplied by the Ace Trades proprietary methodology.

Ace Trades members receive extensive training on how to read the charts on price action alone. This training is based on over 50,000 hours of chart time and 14 years of professional trading education. Every morning, you are exposed to the futures markets with live real-time training, instead of looking at the markets with the benefit of 20/20 hindsight.

I’m at 6 figures because of Ace Trades

“The Ace Methodology is the best I have ever seen and I have been trading for over 25 years. The method used cannot compare to any system out there and I tried them all.

“All I can say is I took my account from a five figure account to a six figure account in my IRA. Thank You.” – Stephen
Click Here for a sample of a typical trading day in the Ace Trades trading room. As you can see, the energy is highly charged and fast-paced. The markets move fast, and price action is called in real time, guiding you through the markets as they move. Key support and resistance areas are plotted for your reference, along with entry and exit opportunities. You are also in the company of other experienced Ace Trades members who are also calling trades using the Ace Trading methodology.

“My wife’s dreams are starting to come true...”

“I have been day trader for about 5 years. “My name is Mark. I originally wanted to be a day trader so my wife and I could have the independence of travel or living anywhere in the world and being able to make a living while doing so.

“I have signed up for many courses and have spent way more than $10,000 while doing so. I have learned a lot from them but not been able to put all of the pieces together.

“The results were some winners and more losers with a 3 - 5 point risk on every trade. I have now become one an Ace Trades member and in just the first few days I have learned the 9 keys and on my way to becoming a full time futures trader and making a living doing so.

“You have showed me how to read a plain chart without any indicators and now I can place winning of 2 – 5 points on average and some as much as 10 points or more. I have had very few losers, but with only about .50 – 1 point risk.

“I really want to ‘Thank You’ from the bottom of my heart for your training.

“Now I and my wife’s dreams are starting to come true. If anyone is struggling in their trading journey I would recommend you try Ace’s free 3 day trial as you have nothing to lose but you may make your trading dreams come true as I have.

Thanks again, Mark H – October 2014
Some of the key things you will learn as an Ace Trades member are:

• The Ace trades system is easy to learn with 9 key trading setups

• The 9 key trading setups are reinforced with daily morning commentary and bonus live signals

• Participate in the Ace Trades signals room where you can earn while you learn!

• Ace has perfected with 50,000 hours of chart time and over 14 years of teaching.

• Learn the risk management system that will show you how to trade with super small stops and huge profit targets.

• Method works in up, down or sideways markets.

• Ultimately you are taught a step-by-step, rules-based system that is designed to teach amateurs and advanced traders to make consistent profits

• Limited number of students allowed in the program, so you don’t feel lost in a crowd

• You will be taught during live market conditions, and not 20/20 hindsight vision

• Trade with ease through news and volatile markets.

Acetrades.com is the leader in trading education with a simple easy to learn methodology that will allow you to read a chart through price action like a pro. The Ace Method doesn’t use any indicators and has the best risk management system utilizing a 1 point stop!
If your current trading methodology doesn’t give you 5+ points per day then attend an Ace Trades 3 day Demonstration where you will see between 5-15 points called live.

At Ace Trades, we focus on Futures trading, although our proprietary methodology works in all markets. The key futures markets we follow are:

- /ES – E-mini S&P Futures
- /CL – Crude Oil Futures
- /GC – Gold Futures
- /6E – Euro Futures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>1 Contract 1 Point</th>
<th>1 Contract 10 Points</th>
<th>5 Contracts 10 Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1000</td>
<td>$5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$1000</td>
<td>$5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6E</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25-year veteran floor trader finally finds longer term success following Ace Trades

“I have been a floor trader for over 25 years on the CBOE. My job was a market maker, director of operations, trading in a professional trading room at several brokerage firms.

“But my trading wasn’t very profitable... I decided to sign up with Ace Trades... and for the first time in a long time I feel that I will be a very long term successful trader”

–Dan, Lake Tahoe, Nevada
Ace Trades will focus on each of these markets and their respective point values. While our methodology works on all other futures markets, it is important to stay focused within the trading day, so we keep a close eye on these markets.

Trading is a zero-sum game. For every buyer, there is a seller. For every dollar lost, there is a dollar gained. The key to the Ace Trades trading methodology is to keep you on the right side of the trade, and keep the edges on your side. As a trader, we want you to learn how to:

- Lock in your profits. No matter how large or how small.
- Make sure that your losses are small and manageable.
- Develop a trading business plan.
- Eliminate the small trade mentality.
- Master reading the charts on price action alone, without relying on tons of indicators.

Learn the Ace Trades System –100% FREE!
Register for a special 3-day live webinar training series.

Yes, give me 3 days of Free Training!
No credit card required.

If you Master the Ace Trades system, our goal is to teach you how to make a full-time income and become financially independent day trading futures. Dump the 9-5 job. If you really think about it, working a job every day is actually expensive.

Consider time wasted with just your drive to work… 1 hour there, 1 hour back… a wasted 2 hours everyday. With 245 trading days each year, that’s 490 hours wasted. Divide that by 24hr/day and that’s 20 days wasted per year. What could you have done with those extra 20 days?
The key to successful trading is to have a reliable, repeatable trading strategy that you can easily apply every trading day. You need to have the right trading psychology, and understand risk management. Every trader is different, but once you learn how to read the charts and understand price action, you will become much more consistent in your trading.

Learning how to trade successfully can be a lonely, solitary endeavor. You can read about trading strategies and practice them in demo, but there is no substitute for live trading in the company of a mentor and like-minded traders who have mastered a trading methodology. When you understand and apply a trade successfully, your decision is validated and supported. If you deviate from the rules or make a mistake, your trade is reviewed and analyzed. The real benefit is that all of this happens as the markets are moving, and not in a rear-view mirror.

Risk management is critical to successful trading. Without proper risk management, traders routinely blow out their accounts. With The Ace Trades risk management system, you will learn:

- How you can lose 50 percent of your trades and still be profitable
- Learn how to scale out of your position
- Trade with a 1 point risk utilizing the floor traders probe

Sample the Ace Trades Trading Room

Join Ace Trades instructors and experienced Ace Trade members LIVE in the online trading room.

You’ll get 3 days of free training in the Ace Trades methodology.

Click here to get your free training

No credit card required. No obligation.
Successful trading requires having a business plan. If you don’t have a plan, you will never realize your full potential. At Ace Trades, we supply a simple, disciplined business plan.

Register for a special 3-day live webinar to learn the Ace Trades business plan and how you can maximize your success.

Yes, teach me the Business Plan!
At Ace Trades, the week is structured offering multiple opportunities for live trading, learning and mentorship. Here’s what your typical week will look like with Ace Trades:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM</td>
<td>Ace Trading room opens for morning commentary and bonus signals</td>
<td>Utilize many markets to show the perfection of the Ace Methodology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Often call between 5-15 points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Trade through news with ease</td>
<td>Ace members earn while they learn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Bonus class session giving you class 4-5 times/week</td>
<td>Officially on Tuesdays you will get class sessions explaining trades unfolding that morning/week</td>
<td>Bonus class session giving you class 4-5 times/week</td>
<td>Officially on Thursdays you will get class sessions explaining trades unfolding that morning/week</td>
<td>Bonus class session giving you class 4-5 times/week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Option to stop trading and enjoy the rest of your day!

Every day starts with market commentary, followed by live trading. If you’re just starting out, you can place live trades in demo/sim mode while you learn the 9 key setups and when each of them are in play. You will find out when a setup is occurring with live commentary and feedback from other Ace Traders in a chat panel. After the first 2 hours of trading, you can drop into the classroom and break down the trades that occurred that day. What worked, and why? What didn’t work and why?

When you learn the Ace Trades system, you will no longer be a slave to indicators. You will learn how to read charts with confidence on price action alone. You will know when each of the 9 setups are in play. You will have a clear, concise risk management plan, and you will have a simple and straightforward business plan. You are not alone. You will be in the
company of educators with 14 years of training experience and a room full of experienced traders. Since Ace Trades limits attendance for new traders, you are also assured the attention you need until you are completely comfortable with the system.

Summing it all up, here’s what you will learn as a member of the Ace Trades trading community:

• Training is held in private room so you can learn the markets in real time.
• You will learn and be able to identify the 9 key setups.
• During class time days you can view our charts so you can learn the key elements continually.
• Once you become and Ace member you are a part of the group for the amount of time you sign up.
• We don’t hold anything back and try and upsell you later. You will get all the information in the first 1-2 months and from there it is participating in class and learning the system.
• You will learn risk/reward and risk management techniques.
• You will know where market is going to bounce.
• You will look through the front windshield of the car instead of the rear view mirror.
• You will know Market economics 101.
• You will learn the game plan business plan.
• Learn how to compound your way up on a day-after-day basis.
• Learn key reversal setups
• Learn key continuation setups.
• Know how to locate a huge opportunity with a 1 point stop
• Learn how to eliminate that small trade mentality
• Understand price projections.
• All mentorship packages are essentially the same… the only difference is the amount of time you decide to sign up for.
• You will need a chart with live feed, broker/charting company.
• No software to purchase
• The Ace Trades system works across many markets.
• Trade with 1 point targets but often hit 10-30 point targets in a day
• You will have the luxury of trading with other professionals every morning

Get 3 Days of Live Trader Education – FREE!

Register for a special 3-day live webinar training series. You’ll get training and trading demonstrations, including:

• The Ace Trades 90% probability system for spotting & profiting from huge intra-day swings.
• How to accurately call the daily high and low in the S&P (or any market) with amazing accuracy.

Yes, I want 3 days of free training
Since I became an Ace Trades member a light bulb has come on.

“I learned to trade the market back in 2009, I had mixed success from 2009 up until a year ago. I started becoming a scratch trader, things were going well but something was missing. In January 2015 I decided to join Ace Trades, ever since I became an Ace Trades member a light bulb has come on.”

“I have learned so much from Ace and his methodology and the 9 Keys. It has made trading much more fun, the trade room is exciting. Ace is a fun guy, he is very energetic and enthusiastic. Ace is a great teacher and he explains the 9 Keys very well, he makes it simple, and he explains how to properly use risk control. Ever since then I have made between $300.00 - $800.00 per day over the last 4 months.”

- Daryl

I was looking for someone to give me the truth

“I started trading in 2013. I spent 5 hours a day, 7 days a week looking at the market for 2 years. In addition to the thousands and thousands of dollars spent on webinars, live rooms, and indicators, I had very little success. Every time I got into a trade my hands would sweat, I was looking for someone to give me the truth and lead me in a direction that made sense.”

“In 15 minutes I knew Ace Trades was different, I immediately. On February 26th I found Ace Trades. The next day I made my 1st trade and made money. The next week I made money everyday. I was able to double my trading goal in only a couple of weeks.”

- Randall
After a week and a half I felt brave enough to take the plunge into live trading.

“A few weeks ago out of the blue, I decided I wanted to try trading the Futures, even though I knew nothing about them. I attended one of Ace’s free, three-day, live webinars. I was so inspired, and entertained that I joined his program on May 20th, 2015.”

“After about a week and a half I felt brave enough to take the plunge into live trading. This past week, starting June 1st, 2015, amazingly, I traded the ES Mini and netted 45 points, that’s $2,250!”

“I have learned so much in such a short time, not only about chart reading and the 9 Keys, but about risk management, consistency, mindset, and setting up a business plan. I’m already starting to trade other markets.”

- Norma

**The BIGGEST MISTAKE of my trading carrier**

“After sitting in your your trial room four years ago and not joining as we had two or three small losses each day and I thought you were loud for my liking. That was the BIGGEST MISTAKE of my trading carrier.”

“I have been trading for seven years with tens of thousands invested in trading room costs and indicator packages. What I love about Ace Trades is that it will not change, and its usable on any market. I laugh every day, after six years of trading I remember two trades, I pulled 138 ticks out of 6E and 114 out of BP. I can’t count how many times we have had a trade like that in the three months I have been with Ace Trades. Its absolute brilliance.

- Paul
Watch a complete overview of the Ace Trades system.

If you’d like to find out more about the Ace Trades System, how it works, and whether it is right for you then simply click here for a complete overview of the Ace Trades system.

**Special Offer from Ace Trades:**

Let Ace Trades train you in the art and science of price action trading – FREE.

Register today for 3-days of live trader training — including access to their exclusive LIVE TRADING ROOM – and discover...

- How the Ace Trades System of 90% probabilities identifies huge same-day market swings you can profit from.
- How to spot the absolute high and low each intra-day “swing point” to profit and minimize losses.
- The Ace Trade Method for accurately calling the S&P’s highs and lows every day. (Yes, this method works on any market.)
- You’ll see a demonstration of how to call in the direction of the trend long before the market actual turns.
- We’ll show you how to get a real winning EDGE with the Ace Trades System. Knowing you have a strong trading edge is the only real way to become a confident trader.

Simply click here to get your free 3-day training and access the live online trading room.